Student Job Title: Identity Management and Middleware Student Assistant
Contact: Sarala Rajeshuni sarala.rajeshuni@csun.edu
Office: IT- Identity Management & Middleware
Starting Rate: $13.00 / HR
Hours: To be decided

Job Requirements/Duties:
Under the supervision of Director, Identity Management and Middleware, develop identity management reports, metrics and applications, test identity management applications, and assist identity management team with single sign on efforts and documentation as required.

Qualifications:
Good communication skills, web development skills and an understanding of AD, LDAP, windows and Linux systems.

Purpose:
The Information Technology (IT) division is responsible for the delivery of effective, secure, reliable technology infrastructure and technology services that enable, promote, and support students, faculty and staff to achieve their goals.

Please include your daily work availability and planned graduation date with your resume.

Complete the IT Student Employment Application to apply for this position.
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